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Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon
Friday 27th January 2012
by John Brassington

A personal account of an astonishing marathon – just look at the results!
I had run the London marathon three times always 
training alone when in 2001 my son, Matt, then 34, 
suggested that we should run in Chicago. It was to be 
his first race since school and we did all the training 
together. We ran the first 25 miles together and I 
finished just inside 4 hours which for me at 62 was a 
dream, He was just a minute in front and had caught 
the running bug.

Over the next couple of years we did Paris and Athens 
together and then he must have been finding it hard, 
and sneaked off to live in Australia. At some point he 
had suggested that we should run a marathon on each 
continent. A few years went by and I ran a few more 
races in Europe - of course gradually getting slower each 
year. Some time in 2010 Matt resurrected the idea about 
the continents. Hong Kong was chosen and we did that 
in February 2011. There he ran to get a time and was 
about 80 minutes in front of me.

If you ask Google for marathons in Africa they give you 
Dubai, so we entered. At £80 it wasn’t cheap but looked 
to be a fast course if the temperature was to be ok.

For once all my long runs went ok although I was 
consistently slower then I wished. Matt would regularly 
text his latest runs and he appeared to be hoping for a 
time close to 3.15 which would have been a p.b.

 My flight was direct and at 6 hours no problem, but 
Matt’s journey was a world tour. He left Melbourne 
on the Friday, 7 days before the race, and arrived early 
Thursday having had to be at a meeting in Miami en 
route. My youngest son, Zog, who lives in Singapore 
also flew in on the Thursday as chief supporter.  Our 
start was at 7 a.m. with only about 2000 entries, but 
at 7.15 a.m. about 10,000 people were to start a 10k 
on the same course, so we knew we couldn’t hang 
about too much. My hope was to keep 7 min/km 
pace but my long training runs had been too slow so 
perhaps I was being optimistic. To my delight, late 
on Thursday, Matt had said he would stay with me 

all the way round the course, so most of my nerves 
dissipated.

The temperature at the start was perfect about 10oC 
and the sun rising, almost no wind. We both have 
Garmins but Matt was going to keep a check on our 
pace, so all I had to do was run. The first few km 
went comfortably and only the leaders of the 10k race 
came past before their turn round. We were running 
alongside a chap from Finland about my age but I 
couldn’t get a word of English from him, and for some 
reason began to feel competitive with him. It may have 
been the Finnish flag printed on his cap. Very, very 
slowly we started to pull away from him. At 8k the 
course reached the beach area and it was to be dead 
straight for 14k. The surface was absolutely smooth 
all the way and completely flat. At 8k we had about 3 
minutes in hand on the target pace and I was feeling 
OK. Matt would get bored and swerve away to chat 
to other runners, particularly the ladies, but at nearly 
every km marker would call out our pace. At around 
15k we saw Zog who shouted abuse and then ran 
alongside for a while. The road was a very wide dual 
carriageway and shortly we saw the leaders passing the 
other way - they were flying. By this time it was getting 
pretty warm and we were through half way in 2:21, 
about 6 minutes to the good. At 22k, a 180o turn, and 
we were on the way home. I now had the extra boost 
of seeing all those who were behind and there was my 
Finnish chap a good 300 metres back.

I had thought I would find the very long straight 
road very boring but it didn’t seem to be a problem. 
Through 30k and the help of another load of abuse 
from Zog - mainly that he thought we were supposed 
to be running!!. I had been taking a gel every 50 
minutes and as always they do seem to help, but I have 
never managed more than 5.
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There had been very few spectators, but from 30k there 
were some families handing out bananas chocolate 
etc and Matt was taking every advantage. I had never 
needed to stop at the water stations as I carry my own 
drink but Matt would visit some and as I was now 
getting too hot, some water over my head was a real 
help. Around 32k I felt my calf getting tight and then 
an adductor also. I knew I had slowed a little but was 
still well inside the 7min pace. Had to stop and stretch 
first the calf and then the adductor two or three times 
but each time the problem recurred. At the 35k point 
the calf went into a spasm and Matt saw a first aid 
truck. The chap there pushed my foot up so hard I 
almost passed out, he continued for at least a minute 
and cured the problem. Whilst being treated my 
Finnish man went past and by the time I was running 
again he was about 50 metres in front.

Matt was really encouraging during the last few km 
but I hadn’t been able to stomach the last gel and was 
shattered. All that seemed to matter was to keep going 
and for a while any thoughts of a finish time were 
gone. We could still see the runner from Finland and 
I was just keeping pace, a lot of people were walking 
and by overtaking these I improved mentally, hoping 
that from the 40k point I would try to chase down the 
bloody Finn. Through 40k and Matt was brilliant with 
his encouraging words, but I had nothing left. Even at 
41k all I could manage was to try and keep running 
still the 50 metres behind the Finn. I did manage an 
effort in the last 100 metres, but it was hardly a sprint. 
4:57:01 was the finishing time and I was delighted but 
really annoyed that I didn’t manage more of an effort 
on Finland.

It had been a perfect course but without Matt’s help I 
rather think I would not have been inside the 5 hours. 
It was only at the finish that I felt the organisation was 
at fault. Having gone through the gantry we had to 
find our way through a hole in the barriers to an area 
where the goody bags were being issued. It was only on 
enquiry that we found our medals were in the bags. 
To this old fool, it is so good to have a medal actually 
put around my neck! This was my only criticism of the 
organisers.

We met Zog and wandered off to find a taxi. My only 
real problem was that my feet were very sore. Stretching 
seemed out of the question but after about 15 minutes 
in a taxi I managed to get out of it ok. We went straight 
up to the roof of our hotel and sat on the edge of the 
pool. It was a brilliant day and the water seemed to 
help my legs but my feet were sore. A couple of hours 
later the boys were eating and boozing and it was a 
perfect end to a great day for me.

If you want a PB go to Dubai. I just have to remember 
to take some salt tablets next time.

The final bonus is that I achieved another ‘good for age’ 
time so should be able to compete in London 2013.

Results of the 2012 Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon
Men
Pos’n Name  Time Pace
    / m km-1
1 Biza, Ayele Abshero ETH 2:04:23 2:57
2	 Kemal,	Dino	Sefir	Kemal	 ETH	 2:04:50	 2:58
3	 Guteta,	Markos	Geneti	 ETH	 2:04:54	 2:58
4	 Maiyo,	Jonathan	Kiplimo	 KEN	 2:04:56	 2:58
5	 Woldegeberal,	Tadesa	Tola	 ETH	 2:05:10	 2:58
6 Dadi, Yami ETH 2:05:41 2:59
7 Dawit, Shami Abdullah ETH 2:05:42 2:59
8	 Edae,	Deressa	Chimsa	 ETH	 2:05:42	 2:59
9 Tola, Seboka ETH 2:06:17 3:00
10 Adhane, Yemane Tsegay ETH 2:06:29 3:00
…
996 Kekki, Jarmo (FIN) M70 4:56:41 7:02
997 Swan, Robert (GBR) M55 4:56:43 7:02
998	 Al	Kamda,	Ahmed	(UAE)	 M30	 4:56:47	 7:03
999 Dr. Albagdadi, Alaa (SYR) MH 4:56:52 7:03
1000	 Brassington,	Matthew	(AUS)	 M45	 4:57:01	 7:03
1001 Dr. Brassington, John (GBR) M70 4:57:01 7:03

1241	finishers

Women
1 Medessa, Aselefech Mergia ETH 2:19:31 3:19
2 Kabuu, Lucy Wangui KEN 2:19:34 3:19
3 Hurssa, Mare Dibaba ETH 2:19:52 3:19
4 Sertsu, Bezunesh Bekele ETH 2:20:30 3:20
5 Shewaye, Aberu Kebede ETH 2:20:33 3:20
6	 Cheromei,	Lydia	 KEN	 2:21:30	 3:22
7	 Jemutai,	Sharon	Cherop	 KEN	 2:22:39	 3:23
8	 Tesema,	Atsede	Baysa	 ETH	 2:23:13	 3:24
9 Molisa, Mamitu Daska ETH 2:24:24 3:26
10	 Andersson,	Isabella	 SWE	 2:25:41	 3:28

335	finishers
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